I was doing some weed eating over this past weekend. Foxtails! Everywhere. Three city lots worth.
I thought about how much my dog (an elderly Pomeranian, who is short on tolerance these days)
despises me going over her with a fine tooth comb every time she comes in from out of doors during
foxtail season. She’ll get a buzz cut as soon as it’s warm enough.
I thought about how much I’ve spent over the years having foxtails pulled out of eyes, ears, noses and
other assorted canine and feline orifices.
And then I thought about all those panicked calls we’ll get for the next five or six months. I swear in
the dead of summer we could have one doctor do nothing but pull out foxtails.
The thing with foxtails is they are built for destruction. That nasty pointy front end that burrows in and
the barbed body that drives it, engineered just so, that it isn’t going to allow the plant matter to back out
on its own. That urban folktale about the foxtail that worked its way up into the brain from the eye….
I’ve seen it happen. And it wasn’t pretty.
We try our best to get patients who have gotten a foxtail in their eye in as soon as possible. Those nasty
little weeds can do horrible things to the delicate tissue of the cornea. I’ve seen more than one pet lose
an eye because of a foxtail. I have a conniption fit if I get a foxtail in my sock. I can’t even imagine
having one IN MY EYE.
Ears are another favorite place for foxtails. This seems to bother critters more than having them in
their eyes. It shouldn’t but it does. The chronic head shaking AND … the pet (usually dogs) can end up
with an ear hematoma on top of it if you don’t get it out. They just shake their heads so hard it breaks
all the little blood vessels in the ear and the pina fills with blood. I get people cancelling their
appointments to dig a foxtail from out the ear because the pet has stopped shaking their head “so it
must have worked its way out”. That one gets MY head shaking, because I know that it hasn’t. It may
be coated with dirt and ear wax so it’s not poking into the ear with such intensity, but trust me, it’s still
in there. A foxtail can poke a hole in the eardrum or at least severe infection.
For dramatic effect we present the nose foxtail. Sneezing so hard they smack their poor little head into
the floor. A spray of blood for effect. Because of how foxtails travel it’s best to get these ones out as
soon as possible. Thin and delicate nasal passages are no match for the evil foxtail. This one always
requires anesthesia, because animals just don’t do so well with us sticking a surgical instrument in their
noses.
Another thing foxtails can do is just embed themselves in the skin. And then travel. This happens a lot
in feet. But we’ve seen them everywhere on the body. And those little suckers can move fast. A foxtail
between the toes that is still sticking out a ways is WAY easier to find and remove than one that’s made
a tract and wandered up into the paw or even a leg.
So here’s what we’re going to do to keep our pets safe from foxtails this summer:
⦁ Keeping your yard free of foxtails is the best thing. But as we know here in Lake Co. you can clear

your personal space and if your neighbor doesn’t you’re going to get them anyway. Or they come into
your house on your shoes or pant leg. They’re everywhere. E-V-E-R-Y-W-H-E-R-E
⦁ Regular grooming and body checks. Brush your pet when it comes inside from being outdoors. Yes,
even the pets with short coats. Check the pads of the feet and the ears to see if there are any foxtails
lurking on the fur. Consider having your pet groomed in a short cut for the summer, or at least have the
paws and ear area trimmed to help deter the evil foxtail.
⦁ Call the office to have a problem foxtail removed as soon as possible so a bad situation doesn’t
become worse.

